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1. Introduction
1.1 The Document
The Local Plan Consultation Document sets out the Council’s intention to work with key stakeholders
to deliver a green corridor between Welwyn Garden City and Hatfield. This Stage 1 document builds
on that intention by outlining the context for the green corridor, setting out the vision and objectives
for the area, and outlining projects and proposals that will help to deliver these. Stage 2 of the
document explore and explain these projects in more detail by setting out how they will be planned,
funded and delivered. Once completed (to include Stage 2 of the framework report), it is intended
that this document will provide a framework for taking forward the Council’s plans for a green
corridor to support the Local Plan, and provide a basis for the master planning of the strategic
growth sites around Welwyn Garden City and Hatfield.
1.2 The Green Corridor
The green corridor will stretch from west to east across the borough, running between Hatfield and
Welwyn Garden City. It will connect existing green infrastructure, footpaths and cycleways, and will
provide new strategic connections to Ellensbrook County Park, Symondshyde Great Wood and
through to Heartwood Forest in the West, and Panshanger Park, the River Mimram and the Lee
Valley to the East.
The green corridor will enhance existing green infrastructure in and around Welwyn Garden City and
Hatfield, and will play an important role in providing a sense of separation and space between the
two towns. It will provide opportunities for the creation of new green spaces; circular leisure routes;
wildlife and biodiversity projects; play, sport and leisure facilities; and new footways, cycleways and
bridleways.
The green corridor should encourage healthy lifestyles, provide opportunities for community
projects, promote nature conservation and build on the borough’s cultural heritage. Importantly it
will provide access to natural green space for local residents, which is considered to be low in
comparison to other parts of the county. 1

1

Natural England, The Landscape Partnership, Accessible Natural Greenspace Standard (ANGst), 2010.
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Figure 1.2 Proposed Broad Location of the Green Corridor

©Crown Copyright. All rights reserved Welwyn Hatfield Borough Council LA10001954721014
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2. Policy Context
The policy context for creation of the Green Corridor is very favourable. Planning policy documents,
associated guidance and other county wide and local strategies support the development,
enhancement and long term management of green infrastructure.
2.1 Planning Policy
At the National level the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) states that Local Planning
Authorities should plan positively for the creation, protection, enhancement and management of
networks of biodiversity and green infrastructure, and recognises the role of green infrastructure in
managing the risks arising from climate change, and its potential to deliver a wide range of
environmental and quality of life benefits. The NPPF is supported by National Planning Practice
Guidance (NPPG), which sets out what plan makers (Chiefly Local Authorities) must have regard to
when producing plans. Recent changes to NPPG have placed notably more emphasis on the
important role of green infrastructure in delivering healthy, sustainable communities, building a
strong and competitive economy and meeting the challenges of climate change. Further additions to
NPPG highlight the importance of ecological networks, including ancient woodland and landscape
features, and the role of habitat corridors in helping to link isolated sites and species.

At the local level, Policy intention CS19 of the Council’s Local Plan Consultation Document (January
2015) set out the Council’s approach to strategic green infrastructure provision within the borough.
CS19 states that…
“The council proposes to replace policy CS19 with a new strategic policy on strategic Green
Infrastructure which will be identified on the Key diagram. The council will, in consultation with
others, prepare a detailed brief for its delivery, the key elements of which will be incorporated into
the masterplanning of strategic sites and secured through the use of section 106 legal agreements
and/or CIL.”
This approach is being taken forward in the latest Proposed Submission version of the Local Plan.
Policy SP12 Strategic Green Infrastructure promotes the creation and enhancement of green
infrastructure across the Borough, aiming to link existing spaces for the benefit of wildlife,
biodiversity, leisure and recreation. The policy makes specific reference to the Green Corridor,
noting its location, aims and objectives, as well as the intention to use developer contributions to
help secure delivery. Such an approach will help secure the future of the green corridor by
embedding the principle within emerging planning policy, which will become statutory policy upon
adoption of the Local Plan. Policy SP12 will inform the master planning major development sites in
the Borough and complement a number of other policies contained within the plan.
7
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2.2 Relationship to other strategies
Proposals to create and manage the Green Corridor will complement and help fulfil the aims and
objectives of a number of plans and strategies including:

The Council’s Green Belt Purposes

Assessment (2013), Hertfordshire Strategic Green Infrastructure Plan (2011), Welwyn Hatfield’s
Green Infrastructure Plan (2011), Welwyn Hatfield Landscape Character Assessment (2005), The
Hertfordshire Rights of Way Improvement Plan (2011), and fifty year Hertfordshire Biodiversity
Action Plan (2006). This suite of documents focus upon developing and enhancing existing habitats,
environments and landscape features by increasing levels of traditional planting and management. A
key aim is to improve the connectivity of green infrastructure by developing key links between
habitats as well as improving access and enjoyment for all user groups. The multi‐functionality of
green infrastructure is recognised as well as its role in promoting healthy lifestyles and helping to
address the challenges of climate change.
The Council’s Green Belt Purposes Assessment (2013) has been used to inform proposals for
development of the green corridor and provides a baseline assessment on which the proposals set
out in this plan have been developed. The document notes that land within the corridor2 makes a
significant or partial contribution to preventing neighbouring towns from merging, safeguarding the
countryside from encroachment and maintaining existing settlement patterns. Given the current
high level of need for housing development in the Borough and the potential release of some Green
Belt land in this area, the remainder of the green corridor will have an important role undertaking
such Green Belt functions.
Hertfordshire Strategic Green Infrastructure Plan (2011) sets out a number of strategic Green
Infrastructure projects, that will help enhance existing and deliver new green infrastructure in the
County and the Borough. Projects encourage enhanced functionality of green spaces to encourage
healthy living and help combat climate change. They include improvements to river corridors,
reconnecting rights of way and development of the ‘Woodland Arc’.
The County wide plan is complemented by the Welwyn Hatfield’s Green Infrastructure Plan (2011).
This document seeks to address green infrastructure links and connections, and identify low cost,
maximum benefit interventions that will deliver a wide array of functions including more sustainable
living modes, education and transport choices. The document notes the issue of poor access to
natural green space3 and of barriers such as the A1(M) and the railway line. Consequently it
2
3

Land Parcels 43B, 44 and 46 as identified in the Strategic Green Belt Review 2013 (Annex 1.3).

Applying the Natural England Accessible Natural Greenspace (ANGSt) standards shows accessible natural greenspace
(ANG) covers only 468 ha or 3.6% of the Borough. In 25% of the Borough, none of the ANGSt standards are met, while only
0.8% of the Borough meets all ANGSt standards.
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identifies a number of opportunities to provide new, and enhance existing, green infrastructure in
the borough, and proposes a number of projects including: Urban Greening in the Borough,
Promoting Former Rail Routes, the River Valleys Project, and Woodland and Heathland/Grassland
landscape links. A key theme running through all these projects is enhancing green infrastructure by
creating connections between habitats and environments and landscape links, and improving
accessibility and management.
Welwyn Hatfield Landscape Character Assessment (2005) builds upon the work undertaken by
Hertfordshire County Council in compiling their landscape Character Areas and brings the results of
previous studies into one volume. The Landscape Character Assessment identifies 30 individual and
distinct character areas across Welwyn Hatfield, including three that relate to the location of green
corridor: Area 31 – De Havilland Plain, Area 32 Symondshyde Ridge, and most notably Area 45 –
Welwyn Fringes which stretches from the A1(M) in the west to Panshanger Park in the east. For
each area the document provides a description of key characteristics, landscape character features,
condition, suggested approach to management (what needs to be done), along with a set of
guidelines for managing change. Proposals focus upon restoring traditional landscape features such
as hedge rows, increased planting of native species including deciduous woodland and creating
landscape buffers between urban and more rural areas.

The Hertfordshire Rights of Way Improvement Plan (2011) provides the context for the future and
management of the rights of way network and other access activities, to meet the needs of the
people of Hertfordshire and those visiting the county. The document includes an assessment of the
network and notes that whilst the network is generally accessible, it can be disjointed, has barriers,
differing and changing surfaces and that provision of information is a key component of accessibility.
Key proposals for improving the network include improving accessibility for all types of users by
overcoming physical barriers and creating the strategic links, creating circular leisure routes as well
as providing links better connect the wider network, and ensuring to protect, extend and enhance
the off road network are included in proposals for new developments.

Finally the fifty year Hertfordshire Biodiversity Action Plan (2006) identifies a series of habitat and
species specific action plans aimed at protecting and enhancing local biodiversity. Aims include:
increasing woodland in Hertfordshire where it will be managed for a variety of beneficial purposes,
establishing a ‘necklace’ of high quality wetlands distributed along ecologically and hierologically
connected river corridors, significantly expanding heath and acid grassland sites and ensuring the
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needs of wildlife are addressed in urban areas including in the planning and design of town and
cities.
A more detailed description of planning policy and other related strategies is contained in Appendix
1.
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3. Area Context
3.1 Description of the Corridor
The proposed green corridor will run east to west across the Borough between Welwyn Garden City
to Hatfield. It will include a number of different areas, which each have a distinct character as
explored in turn below. Although beyond the borough boundary, the Green Corridor will include the
River Mimram to the North East of Welwyn Garden City (located in East Herts District) and links to
Hertwood Forest to the West (Located in St Albans District).
Figure 3.1 Map of Area Descriptions

©Crown Copyright. All rights reserved Welwyn Hatfield Borough Council LA1000 19547 2015

3.2 Area 1 – West of Hatfield
This area chiefly comprises Ellenbrook Country Park and Symondshyde Great Woods. The area is a
mix of arable fields bound by hedgerows, woodland, with a large area of ancient woodland at
Symondshyde Great Wood; Watling Chase Community Forest; sand and gravel pits; and a country
park at Ellenbrook. The area that will be occupied by the country park is currently the subject of a
planning application for extraction of minerals. WHBC, St Albans District Council and Hertfordshire
County Council are working with the minerals extractor to ensure the proposed restoration scheme
meets the requirements of an existing S106 agreement and will be of benefit to the local area.
11
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Symondshyde Great Wood is owned by Gascoyne Cecil Estates but is managed by the Hertfordshire
Countryside Management Service. Twenty years ago oak, ash and elm trees were felled and were
replaced by softwoods; scots pine and European larch. The trees are thinned after 15 years and
harvested after 60 years. Only 12 acres called Hammonds Wood has been left natural, the trees are
coppiced hornbeam and a few ash and oaks. Coppicing has been reintroduced recently to preserve
the wood. It also provides a better habitat for wildlife. A rare tree, the wild service, is found in the
wood which shows it is ancient. Bridleways are marked by blue arrows.
Figure 3.2 Land West of Hatfield

Ellenbrook Country Park was created as part of the
regeneration of the former Hatfield Aerodrome. The
400‐acre country park lies between Hatfield and St
Albans and comprises parkland with footpaths, hay
meadows, a bridleway and woodland. It has retained
the taxiway for heritage and access purposes and
benefits from information panels, picnic benches and
seating. The Park is also used for cattle grazing with
Longhorn

Cows

introduced

into

the

park.

Consultation with Hertfordshire County Council
Rights of Way team has revealed that they intend to
add a significant number of new rights of way in this
area as part of the County’s Rights of Way
Improvement Plan (2011).
©Crown Copyright. All rights reserved Welwyn Hatfield Borough Council
LA1000 19547 2015

3.3 Area 2 – North of Hatfield
This area comprises Lemsford Springs, Stanborough, the proposed development site north west of
Hatfield SDS6 (Hat 1), and the proposed ‘new village’ site east of Symondshyde Great Wood SDS7
(HAT15).
The area covers a chalk plateau which falls to the valley of the River Lea to the east. It is
predominantly arable farmland, bounded by hedgerows with hedgerow trees and the River Lea is
lined by riparian habitats with trees and water meadow pasture.
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The area is home to Lemsford Springs, a small nature reserve, which contains an old watercress bed
surrounded by woodland, meadow and marsh, which together attract a wonderful variety of
wildlife. It is a valuable habitat, particularly for waterbirds, as it does not freeze in winter.s filled
To the east of the area is the A1M which provides a barrier between Hatfield and Welwyn Garden
City. To the north of the site lies Brocket Hall, a Grade I listed country house dating from the 17th
century. The house is surrounded by impressive parkland, which includes a lake and two golf
courses.
Figure 3.3 Land North of Hatfield

©Crown Copyright. All rights reserved Welwyn Hatfield Borough Council LA1000 19547 2015

3.4 Area 3 – Mill Green and Stanborough
This area includes the small hamlet of Mill Green, Mill Green Golf Course, the proposed
development site HS1 (WGC1), the Creswick plantation and Stanborough Lakes.
The area comprises both pastoral and arable farmland in medium sized fields enclosed by
hedgerows and tree belts. Derelict meadows are a feature of the area, with scrub and trees giving it
a well vegetated appearance. There is strong evidence of urban influences, especially main roads
including the A1(M), A1000, A414 and A6129 and railway line. The area is also in a flood zone and
acts as a flood plain for the River Lea. There are three wildlife sites within this area in addition to an
area of Ancient woodland. Hatfield House and Historic Park are situated to the south of the site.
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Figure 3.4 Land at Mill Green and Stanborough
Stanborough Lakes are a popular
public amenity space featuring two
lakes, one used for boating and the
other for sailing. The boating lake is
fed by water from the River Lea at its
north end and from a spring. Excess
water flows over a weir back into the
river at the south end. The sailing lake
(the southern lake) is the larger of the
two lakes and is fed by springs and
ground water. The lakes were opened
in 1970 and are popular for water
sports.
@Crown Copyright. All rights reserved Welwyn Hatfield Borough Council LA1000 19547 2015

3.5 Area 4 – South East of Welwyn Garden City
Area 4 lies to the south east of Welwyn Garden City and includes the proposed development site
SDS2 (WGC5) Birchall Garden Suburb (which includes land in East Herts), a number of small woods
and the Commons Wood Local Nature Reserve.
Figure 3.5 South East of Welwyn Garden City
This area forms an undulating chalk
plateau which rises to either side of
the enclosed narrow valley of the
River Lea. It is characterised by large
scale arable fields with hedgerow
boundaries and a significant number
of deciduous woodlands, including
ancient woodland, and tree belts with
areas of recreation and small pasture,
especially close to Welwyn Garden
City. Part of The Commons is a local
@Crown Copyright. All rights reserved Welwyn Hatfield Borough Council LA1000 19547 2015

nature reserve and there is an
extensive mineral extraction site at
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Holwell Hyde which has been restored to pasture, arable land and a fishing lake.
Moneyhole Lane Park lies to the north of this area. This is a significant public amenity space and
comprises 3 youth football pitches, 1 basketball court, 1 5‐a‐side pitch, multi activity area, 1 rugby
mini pitch and a children’s play area (8 to 14 years).
3.6 Area 5 ‐ Panshanger
Area 5 lies to the east of Welwyn Garden City and encompasses proposed development site north
east of Welwyn garden city SDS1 (WGC4 Panshanger Aerodrome). This area is characterised by a mix
of pasture and wetland vegetation in the River Mimram floodplain (including Tewinbury SSSI
adjoining the edge of this area) in addition to arable fields and broadleaf woodland on valley slopes.
The area also includes Welwyn Garden City Football Club and Panshanger Golf Course. The Mimram
Valley lies to the north of this area. The River Mimram is a chalk stream considered to be of regional
importance due to its diverse habitats. Although outside of the Borough boundary, the Mimram
Valley will be considered as an integral part of the Green Corridor concept.
Figure 3.6 Land at Panshanger
To the east of the area lies
Panshanger Park; owned by
the Cowper family from the
late 17th century to the early
20th century, the Panshanger
Estate was shaped around the
Mimram

Valley

following

advice from Humphry Repton
@Crown Copyright. All rights reserved Welwyn Hatfield Borough Council LA1000 19547 2015

and

Lancelot

'Capability'

Brown. Panshanger Park is now listed as an historic park and garden by English Heritage. More
recently, since the 1980s, the park has been owned by Lafarge Tarmac and parts have been quarried
for sand and gravel. Much of the site has now been restored to arable farming or has been allowed
to revert back to nature, creating the lakes and surrounding habitat that we can see today. The
eastern end of the park opened to the public on 31 March 2014 and comprises a country park and
nature reserve. The rest of the site will be opened up in a phased way as the remaining extraction on
site comes to an end. Consultation with Hertfordshire County Council Rights of Way team has
identified their intention to provide a network of new rights of way through Panshanger Park as part
of their Rights of Way Improvement Plan (2011).
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3.7 Strategic Links
The proposed green corridor between Welwyn Garden City and Hatfield has the potential to connect
to a number of strategic green infrastructure assets. These include the river Mimram and the Lee
Valley to the east, Heartwood Forest to the west and the London Green Chain to the south.
The Lee Valley Regional Park is Britain’s first Regional Park and stretches for 26 miles along the River
Lea from the River Thames in East London to Ware in Hertfordshire. Established by Parliament in
1967 the regional park was created to meet the recreation, leisure and nature conservation needs of
London, Hertfordshire and Essex.
Heartwood Forest in St Albans is the largest new native forest in England. Since 2009 more than
300,000 native trees have been planted, with a further 300,000 planned over the next few years.
The 347 hectare site features four small remnants of ancient woodland, which the new woodland
will link up, buffer and protect. The site also features scrub, grassland and wildflower meadows.
There is a network of paths including a public footpath and two bridleways which run in and around
the forest.
Figure 3.7 Strategic Green Links

@Crown Copyright. All rights reserved Welwyn Hatfield Borough Council LA1000 19547 2016
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3.8 Physical Connections
A number of existing permissive footpaths, Rights of Way, bridleways and cycleways cross the route
of the proposed green corridor, including the Cole Green Way to the east of Welwyn Garden City
and the Alban Way to the South West of Hatfield. A map showing existing rights of way and existing
cycle routes is contained below. These existing routes have been taken into account when
identifying opportunities to make connections and create links that will help improve connectivity
and access. As can be seen from the map, the A1(M), the railway and the A414 provide significant
barriers to access and connectivity, with no rights of way crossing the A1(M) or A414 and only one
crossing the railway. Tackling such barriers and improving safety at crossing points will be an
important consideration for green corridor proposals.
Figure 3.8 Existing Rights of Way and Cycle Routes

©Crown Copyright. All rights reserved Welwyn Hatfield Borough Council LA1000 19547 2015

3.9 Land Ownership
Land Ownership within the green corridor is highly unusual in that there are only four main
landowners owning the majority of land. The most major land owner, Gascoyne Cecil Estates, has
given its support for the green corridor proposal, promoting this as a concept during the Local Plan
consultation of January 2015. There are pockets of land owned by other landowners, however, these
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are not in areas where there are likely to be rights of way improvements or proposed new rights of
way. The only area that is not owned by one of the major four, and where there may be rights of
way improvements, is currently owned by Welwyn Hatfield Leisure Ltd. This situation is highly
unusual and very beneficial for taking the green corridor proposal forward as there are very few land
owners directly affected by proposals, making it easier to work in partnership, including as part of
the masterplanning for major development sites.
Figure 3.9 Map of Main Landowners

©Crown Copyright. All rights reserved Welwyn Hatfield Borough Council LA1000 19547 2015

3.10 Major Development Sites
The green corridor includes a number of sites that are currently being promoted by landowners for
major development to meet the housing needs of the Borough. As part of the Local Plan process,
and to help meet needs for new housing in Welwyn Hatfield, some or all of these sites may be
released from the Green Belt and subsequently developed. The location of these sites is identified
below, along with a major development site in East Hertfordshire District. The latter, together with
site SDS2 (WGC5) forms a proposal named ‘Birchall Garden Suburb’ the planning and layout of which
will have significant implications for the green corridor proposal.
Development of these sites brings both opportunities and threats for the green corridor. Design and
layout will have a significant impact upon accessibility and provision for wildlife. Maintaining public
access via new and improved rights of way, and provision of habitat‐rich green ‘fingers’ through
these locations will be important for the function of the corridor. Further to this, S106 monies
18
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obtained from such development could potentially be used to fund improvement projects in
adjacent parts of the corridor. If Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) is introduced alongside the
Local Plan, this could provide opportunities for wider pooling of developer funding.
Figure 3.10 Map of Strategic Growth Sites

©Crown Copyright. All rights reserved Welwyn Hatfield Borough Council LA1000 19547 2016

In order to promote and protect the green corridor concept, the Borough Council will aim to work
with developers and landowners on the masterplanning of these major development sites, and
ensure strategic links are maintained for the benefit of access and ecology.
3.11 Flood Risk
Although the green corridor contains a number of wetland areas, the River Lea and associated
tributaries, risk of flooding within the corridor is generally quite low. The bright blue areas on the
map below identify the likely extent of a 1 in 100 year flood (incidence of flooding likely to be once
in 100 years). Whilst this map does not take into account the impact of any new development taking
place, and the impact that will have on current flood zones, it can be concluded that flooding does
not pose a significant risk for the green corridor project proposals.
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Figure 3.11 Map of 1 in 100 years surface water flooding

©Crown Copyright. All rights reserved Welwyn Hatfield Borough Council LA1000 19547 2015

3.12 Landscape, Wildlife and Heritage Designations
There are a number of existing landscape and heritage designations within and adjacent to the green
corridor including: Local Wildlife Sites, a Nature Reserve, areas of Ancient Woodland and Historic
Parks and Gardens, (as identified on the map below). Such sites provide valuable assets that add to
the areas character, wildlife and amenity value, and as such should be protected and ideally
enhanced wherever possible. Implementation of projects within the green corridor will have an
impact upon setting, character and function of these designated areas, in particular the two Historic
Parks and Gardens. When planning for major development sites within or adjacent to the green
corridor, it will be important to have regard to the above designations and provide buffer zones
between these sensitive areas and any new urban form. In particular it will be important to create
green (and where appropriate blue) links through areas of development to allow movement of
species and provide reference to the surrounding natural landscape.
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Figure 3.12 Map of Wildlife and Landscape and Natural Heritage Designations

©Crown Copyright. All rights reserved Welwyn Hatfield Borough Council LA1000 19547 2015

A Heritage Impact Assessment has been commissioned to look at the potential impact of developing
strategic sites east of Welwyn Garden City, chiefly SDS1 (WGC4) and SDS2 (WGC5). The assessment
reviews the impact such development may have upon heritage assets in and around these strategic
sites. The report highlights the potential negative impact of development upon the setting of the
Grade II listed Brichall Farm and buildings, and suggests that a reasonable amount of space should
be left undeveloped around the farm grouping (including the moat) to allow the buildings to be
appreciated in some sort of spacious setting and help alleviate the impact of ‘enclosure’ from
development. This principle will be taken forward in the masterplanning of all major development
sites containing important listed buildings, including Symonshyde Farm within SDS6 Symondshyde
New Village. Major development sites on the western edge of Welwyn Garden City could potentially
erode the existing rural edge to the west of Panshanger Park as such development could bring the
western edge of Welwyn Garden City within very close proximity of Panshanger’s western boundary.
It is suggested a buffer zone be created to mitigate such encroachment westwards, something that
could work well with retention of open space around Birchall Farm. It is also noted that the
development of SDS2 (WGC5) has the potential to encroach into the important eastern rural setting
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of Hatfield House and the Hatfield Park complex. Consequently the location and landscaping of open
spaces will also form an important part of mitigating the potential impact upon Hatfield House and
the wider surrounding landscape. With regards to development of SDS2 (WGC5), the report
concludes that the site in theory offers the potential for another expansion of the garden city ideals
translated into a modern idiom, but that the key to the success of any such application will be a
thorough and careful consideration of how the layout of the development will respond to existing
landscape features and topography, and how it will be viewed in the wider context.
3.13 Ecology and Biodiversity
There have been a significant number of important species recorded within the green corridor
including bluebells, the grass snake, slow worm, water vole and a wide range of birds all of which
offered protection by UK law. Otter, badger and a number of bat species have also been recorded.
These species and their habitats are protected by EU law, meaning it is illegal to cause harm to both
the animal and the environment upon which they depend. As proposals for the green corridor are
developed and further refined, it will be necessary to consult with the Herts and Middlesex Wildlife
Trust and Herts Ecology to decide what (if any) wildlife surveys need to take place prior to any works
being carried out. The outcome of these surveys and the presence of such species will impact upon
what and when any groundwork can be undertaken.

The current ecological and habitat value of the green corridor area has been assessed by Herts and
Middlesex Wildlife Trust using an ecological mapping tool to show:
Local wildlife Sites (outlined in red);
NERC priority habitats, areas of existing habitat value that host species which are protected under
Section 40 of the NERC act 2006 (green). Under the act public authorities must have regard to the
purpose of protecting biodiversity when exercising their functions, this includes restoring or
enhancing a population or habitat;
Existing habitats that do not meet NERC standards, often due to degradation, but with the potential
for habitat restoration and enhancement (purple);
Areas where there is no significant existing habitat but with the potential for habitat creation
(orange); and
Areas where there is no significant existing habitat and that are only medium priority for habitat
creation (yellow).
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Figure 3.13 Map of existing and potential habitat value within the Green Corridor

©Crown Copyright. All rights reserved Welwyn Hatfield Borough Council LA1000 19547 2015

As indicated on the map, areas within the green corridor host species / habitats which are subject to
protection under the NERC Act 2006. In such areas, access improvements and/or any other activity,
will need to be planned and implemented in such a way that there will be no negative impact upon
their habitat value.

Priority areas for habitat enhancement are likely to be those identified in

purple, particularly to the south east of Stanborough Lakes, along the River Lea corridor. Here,
planting of native species such as broad leaved woodland, acid grassland and flood meadow could
help to support a rage of wildlife species. The area in, and around, Shymonshyde Great Wood also
offers opportunities for habitat enhancement (e.g. through woodland management programmes),
something which could enhance links to Heartwood Forest in the west. Additionally, for the green
corridor to be a ‘wildlife corridor’ it will be important to ensure other areas of green space, outside
the strategic habitat locations, are wide and diverse enough to enable movement of species
between them .
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4. Analysis and Evaluation
To inform the production of the Strategic Framework for the green corridor the Council undertook a
consultation event with key stakeholders. The key themes arising from this event are summarised
below. Further to this, a SWOT analysis has also been undertaken to identify the current strengths
and weaknesses of the proposed route of the green corridor and the opportunities and threats that
exist to taking this project forward.
4.1 Summary of consultation
A consultation event with key stakeholders was held on the 7th July 2015 at the Focolare Centre in
Welwyn Garden City. The aim of this event was to discuss the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities
and threats of delivering the green corridor; consider the vision and objectives for this proposal; and
produce mini project briefs for potential projects that could be delivered as part of the green
corridor. The event was well attended and a number of key themes arose from the discussion. These
are summarised below…
Access
The green corridor needs to: be accessible to both existing and new communities; be permeable and
provide north south links in addition to east west connections; overcome existing physical barriers to
movement; be easy to navigate with good signage; be safe to use; provide a safe route for wildlife;
create new local and strategic links; provide circular routes for walkers and cyclists; provide new and
upgraded cycleways that are well maintained and lit where appropriate to encourage safer cycling
and provide a route for commuters.
Wildlife Conservation
The green corridor needs to: protect and enhance this important wildlife corridor by protecting
existing wildlife assets (e.g. The Commonswood Local Nature Reserve) and relate to other
conservation projects in the borough; prioritise the needs of wildlife and nature along the green
corridor over recreational aspirations; provide new animal infrastructure (e.g. badger tunnels and
bat boxes and ensure that there are undisturbed areas within the green chain for wildlife to flourish;
ensure the corridor is wide enough and long enough to be usable by different species.
Function of the Green Corridor
The green corridor needs to: be a well defined stretch of green space containing protected green
wedges; leave areas of multi habitat open; promote agri‐environment schemes; balance the
competing needs and aspirations of different groups; provide opportunities for food production;
help prevent coalescence between the two towns; improve existing green spaces; ensure new green
spaces are multi‐functional; be well managed and maintained.
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Delivery
The green corridor needs to: have a clear vision and objectives; promote community involvement in
the delivery and management of the project; involve key stakeholders and local businesses; have
funding in place for delivery; have a marketing strategy in place to raise awareness of the green
corridor; secure buy in from land owners; have an online function whereby people can download
maps and find out about how to access the green corridor.
4.2 SWOT Analysis
Based on a review of the evidence base and the comments from the stakeholder consultation event
a SWOT analysis has been undertaken of the proposed green corridor to identify the strengths and
weaknesses of the proposed route and opportunities and threats to delivery.
Strengths


Complements existing policy framework and would help deliver aims of strategy documents



Existing river corridors ‐ River Lee and River Mimram.



The proposed green corridor is book‐ended by two country parks ‐ Panshanger Park in Welwyn
Garden City and Ellenbrook Country Park in Hatfield.



A network of footpaths, Rights of Way, bridleways and cycleways already exists over the area.



The corridor lies in close proximity to large residential areas and will enable many local people to
have easy access to outdoor recreational opportunities.



Existing green infrastructure assets along the green corridor including woodland, The
Commonswood Local Nature Reserve, Stanborough Lakes, Lemsford Springs and Symondshyde
Great Wood.



Important wildlife corridor, which is home to protected species.



The area prevents coalescence between the two towns.



The main landowner is supportive of proposals for the green corridor.

Weaknesses


A1M and A414 and railway line are major barriers to the movement of people and wildlife and
to potentially bringing forward the green chain.



Existing barriers to access for walkers and cyclists along the green corridor.



Some of the existing infrastructure e.g. footways, cycle ways and underpasses is in poor
condition and needs upgrading.



No existing or obvious circular recreation routes.



Potential conflict between wildlife/nature and people using the green corridor for recreational
purposes.
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Opportunities


To deliver the aspirations of the Welwyn Hatfield Green Infrastructure Plan and Hertfordshire
Strategic Green Infrastructure Plan.



To connect to strategic green infrastructure outside the borough for example Heartwood Forest,
the Lee Valley and London Green Chain network.



To connect existing footpaths, Rights of Way, bridleways and cycleways to create a fully
accessible route between Welwyn Garden City and Hatfield that could be used for commuting
and recreation.



To improve east‐west links across the borough.



To improve the accessibility of the corridor and associated river corridors and create new green
spaces along the route for recreation and enjoyment which promote exercise and healthy
lifestyles.



To create new and enhance existing habitat for wildlife and maintain this important wildlife
corridor (fish passes, badger tunnels under A414, planting of native species, wet woodland and
acid grassland).



To provide circular recreational routes along the green corridor. These could potentially link to
surrounding villages and the rivers.



Provide more bridleways along the green corridor to provide links for horse riders from stable‐
yards and between existing bridleways.



Potential to deliver new sporting facilities as part of this project.



Provide a chain of allotments and community orchards as part of the green corridor project to
promote food production, enterprise, education and healthy eating.



Access ecological value and offset for development at the growth locations.



To incorporate the green corridor proposals in the masterplanning and delivery of the strategic
growth locations around Welwyn Garden City and Hatfield.

Threats


Lack of availability of funding.



Limited land availability and pressure for new housing development on greenfield sites.



Design of new development may not complement green corridor objectives.



Difficulty in setting timescales for delivery.



Land along the green corridor is in different ownership.



Potential threat to wildlife from those using the green corridor.



Ability to maintain paths and wildlife features in the longer term.



Proposed mineral extraction at Ellenbrook Country Park.
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5. Vision and Objectives
This section sets out the vision and objectives for the green corridor which have been developed in
consultation with key stakeholders.
5.1 Vision
The green corridor will be a wide stretch of open countryside running across the Borough between
Welwyn Garden City and Hatfield and beyond. It will have a sense of openness and space and will
safeguard against coalescence between principle settlements. The green corridor will be a relaxing,
accessible and welcoming space that people feel safe to use.

The green corridor will be accessible from both towns and comprise a network of footpaths,
cycleways and bridleways to ensure the route can be used by all. It will incorporate the River Lea
corridor, and provide links to the River Mimram to promote access to, and the enjoyment of,
important river environments.

The green corridor will promote biodiversity and be home to a diverse mix of habitats and wildlife. It
will build on the borough’s heritage and encourage community involvement in the management of
this important link. It will be an attractive environment that is well maintained, to ensure it can be
enjoyed long into the future.

The green corridor will provide residents with a new multi‐functional green space which will
promote opportunities for recreation and encourage healthy lifestyles, whilst respecting the wildlife
and countryside in this area. It will form an important part of the borough’s green infrastructure
network and provide an important link to the wider strategic green infrastructure network across
the county.
5.2 Objectives
The vision will be achieved through the following objectives…
 To provide clearly defined routes from Welwyn Garden City to Hatfield, and east‐west
across the Borough, that are accessible to all.
 To create a network of footways, cycleways and bridleways along the proposed route.
 To create a safe and welcoming environment for those using the green corridor.
 To protect and enhance the wildlife habitats and biodiversity that can be found along the
route.
 To improve existing and create new multi‐functional green spaces along the green corridor.
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 To safeguard against coalescence between principal settlements.
 To work with local authorities to provide new connections to other strategic green
infrastructure assets in neighbouring boroughs (most notably Panshanger Park, Ellenbrook
Country Park and Heartwood Forest)
 To promote awareness and interest in the green corridor from local residents, schools and
community groups.
 To enable children and young people to enjoy and learn about the natural environment of
the green corridor
 To support and encourage community involvement in the delivery and on‐going
maintenance of the green corridor.
 To put in place a comprehensive management plan to ensure the maintenance of this
route once delivered.
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6. Action Plan and Proposals
This section sets out the specification for the green corridor and identifies four thematic project
areas to be delivered within the Corridor in order to meet the vision and objectives set out above.
Each project area will include a number implementation stages, to enable activity to be carried out
as and when resources are available. This approach will enable activity to be carried out on a
number of projects at any one time, thus facilitating gains across the board rather than in one
project area alone.
6.1 Specification for the Green Corridor
 The proposed route of the green corridor is from Panshanger Airfield in Welwyn Garden
City to Ellenbrook Fields Country Park in Hatfield and stretching north to Symondshyde
Great Wood. Beyond these areas, the corridor will link into the existing rights of way
network enabling users to connect to other green infrastructure assets e.g. Panshanger
Park, the Mimram Valley, Heartwood Forest.
 The route of the green corridor will be made up of new and existing footways, cycleways
and bridleways that will be designated as definitive rights of way wherever possible, and
adopted by Hertfordshire County Council.
 All strategic links through the corridor will be designated as definitive rights of way and will
be of an appropriate width and surface to accommodate a variety of user groups at any
one time. A key aim of the green corridor will be to connect the Alban way to the Cole
Green way to help facilitate more off road cycling for commuters and leisure users alike.
 The green corridor will be wide enough to avoid conflict between wildlife and recreational
users. At no point shall the natural, uninterrupted wildlife element of the corridor be less
than 50m wide as this is the minimum required to promote use by migrating birds and
other wildlife. To avoid conflict of use, public access routes will be located outside this 50m
‘wildlife strip’.
 Trees and hedgerows should be planted along the corridor to create an attractive
environment for users and provide food and shelter for animals using the route. Newly
planted trees or large shrubs will be located far enough away from main paths to ensure
there is minimal surface damage by roots.
 Wherever possible all paths should be 2.5m wide to allow for use by multiple types of
users. Surface material should be durable and permeable to minimise maintenance and
likelihood for flooding, but should be of an appropriate grain/texture to enable use by
cyclists, carriages and wheelchair users. Initial suggestions are hoggin or crushed recycled
concrete.
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 New and improved access points will be created along the corridor, in particular there will
be improvements to crossing the A414 and under the A1(M).
 Signage and mapping will be provided to improve accessibility and navigability of routes;
this will include identification of distance to key points and nodes and information
regarding the suitability of routes for different types of users.
 Provision of small parking areas for essential parking only. This approach will allow those
with mobility issues to access the corridor whilst still encouraging access by means other
than the private car.
 Opportunities for community wellbeing and education projects will be maximised.
Wherever possible, community organizations will be engaged to carry out maintenance
along the route and land will be designated for community projects such as woodland
management and an educational area to be used by local schools and youth groups.

6.2 Projects to be delivered along the Green Corridor
This section outlines potential projects that could be delivered along the green corridor. Stage 2 of
this strategic framework document will look at these in more detail and address issues such as
timing, cost, deliverability and management.

6.3

1. RIGHTS OF WAY AND PATH CREATION

The main purpose of the rights of way project will be to link existing routes to create a
comprehensive network of off road routes, including a strategic east west link along the corridor.
This network of routes will build upon Hertfordshire County Council’s existing RoW improvement
proposals and will link Panshanger Park and the Mimram Valley in the east to Ellenbrook County
Park and Heartwood Forest in the west. Wherever possible, opportunities to create circular
recreational routes will be maximised as will links from existing or new residential areas. Where new
development does occur, sites layout and design should have regard to existing rights of way, should
be permeable for non‐motorised users, and should include definitive rights of way that are
accessible to all user groups.
More specifically, the following routes and linkages will be created:


Create new footways, cycleways and bridleways where required to link up with existing, and
create a continuous network of paths along this route. New connections to the Alban Way, Cole
Green Way and Lea Valley walk.
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Link to the new main western entrance to Panshanger Park and the forthcoming network of
routes through the park and on to Hertford.



Links into new RoW created within Ellenbrook Country park in the south west, and links through
Symondshyde to allow access to Heartwood Forest in the north west.



To provide new links to existing footways/ bridleways south of HS1 (WGC1), (land at Creswick).



To create a new link from Moneyhole Park to Henry Wood and the area beyond (inc. River
Mimram).



A secondary route could go through Commons woodland and SDS2 (WGC5) to create a range of
different routes/opportunities for people and wildlife to move through this area without
conflict.



To provide a link from SDS2 (WGC5) through to Moneyhole Lane Park and beyond.



To create a link from the south of SDS2 (WGC5) to the River Lea via possible upgrading of the
Cole Green Way underpass.



Creation of circular recreational routes along the green corridor



Create a footpath and cycleway to the north of Coopers Green Lane between Stanborough and
Symondshyde running between Stanborought and Astwick Mannor (see Proposed PRoW map)



ROW through Henry Wood



Create a new cycle/pedestrian/equestrian route along the northern side of the A414 running
from Mill Green to Panshanger Park.



Create new Row including footpaths and cycle routes through all new strategic development
sites including SDS5 (HAT1) , SDS6 (HAT15) HS1 (WGC1) SDS1 (WGC4) and SDS2 (WGC5).

There are a number of options for creating public rights of way:


Option 1 – Public rights of way can be made through a legal dedication process, with the
landowner’s agreement. This means they will be recorded on the Definitive Map and Statement
and the Highways Act 1980, among other legislation and standards, will apply to them.
Maintenance and liability for the route would fall to the County Council. A legal order would
also be required to alter or close the route.



Option 2 ‐ Landowners can agree to permissive paths whereby they enter into an agreement
with the County Council to allow people to cross their land, liability for maintaining the route
and insurance for the public use remains with the landowner. The landowner has more control
over the route and with a notice period the route can be changed or the permission removed.



Option 3 – By historical evidence or public use of a route for 20 years or more, a modification
application can be made to the County Council to formally record the route. However, currently
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there is a long back log of applications, so it can take a number of years before an application is
investigated.
For the corridor we would aim to have all strategic PRoW designated as Definitive to ensure their
protection, longevity, maintenance and display on the Definitive Map and Ordinance Survey Maps,
rather than relying on the landowner via agreements. The recommended approach for doing this is
Option 1, use of a legal dedication process, as this will give greater protection to the routes and
mean there is just one public body responsible for maintenance. Where landowners are not
agreeable to designation of definitive PRoW, legal agreements should be used to ensure long term
accessibility of routes and adequate upkeep and maintenance on the part of the landowner.
There are four different types of public right of way;


Footpaths – for walkers,



Bridleways – for walkers, cyclists and horse riders,



Restricted Byways – walkers, cyclists, horse riders and horse drawn carriages,



BOATS (byways open to all traffic) ‐ for all users.

As a minimum we would aim to ensure main public rights of way within the corridor to be allocated
as Bridleways or Restricted Byways, so access is available for all non‐motorised user groups. This will
require some existing PRoW to be upgraded in status, a process that can either be done in a similar
way to options 1 and 2 above or via the dedication of higher public rights on an existing recorded
public right of way. The latter option involves consulting with landowners, their tenants, Parish,
Town and District Councils, and if all parties are happy for the route to be upgraded, an agreement is
drawn up and signed by the landowner, their tenants, and mortgagees, and sealed by HCC Rights of
Way. If this process is done in advance of any development taking place the process can take just a
few months, however, if it is tied to a development agreement it can take years to complete.

6.4

2. ACCESSIBILITY IMPROVEMENTS

The recreational benefit and usability of the green corridor will very much depend upon its
accessibility. Aside from rights of way and footpath creation, the two main issues affecting
accessibility of the corridor are navigability (signage, route maps, and indicators) and overcoming
major barriers such as the A414, railway and A1(M) as well as any streams and brooks that cross
paths. Crossing major barriers is a particularly significant and troublesome issue as solutions are
limited, expensive and can take a long time to install.
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Options considered for overcoming major road and railway barriers are:


Installation of foot bridges over the A1(M) and A414 and railway. Footbridges are possibly the
safest and most convenient way to cross major roads and railway lines. They are cheaper, and
require less engineering than an underpass, do not flood, or require safety lighting. Whilst a
footbridge over the A1(M) would improve safety, accessibility and connectivity, it would be
highly expensive and problematic to install as it would need to span both the A1(M), the B197
Great North Road and the River Lea. Construction would likely require these roads to be closed,
which would come at a huge expense and cause disruption to traffic flow in and around in the
Borough. Whilst a footbridge over the A414 would be less problematic, the road may still need
to be closed during construction. A basic foot bridge without access for horse riders and
disabled users would cost approximately £1m. Ideally any such bridge would be designed with a
reduced gradient so as to facilitate disabled access. The likely the cost would be around £1.6m
dependent upon the gradient of the surrounding land and associated necessary land take.
A footbridge over the railway line would not only be expensive (likely over £2million), Network
Rail have restrictions on what can be installed and it is likely the line would have to be closed
during some of the construction period. Closure to a major rail line would not only incur
significant cost, it could cause huge issues for those who rely upon the train services in and
around the borough. Given the expense and range of issues associated with installing
footbridges, they would only be considered a feasible option if they were linked to a major
development site or could be facilitated via an additional funding stream not identified at this
stage.



Install crossings across road and railways. Provision of crossings for pedestrians, cyclists and
horse riders across the A1(M) and the railway line are not feasible for safety reasons. Discussion
with HCC Highways Team has confirmed that crossing across the A414 is also considered to be
unsuitable due to the raft of safety and speed restrictions that would need to be put in place,
something which would further restrict traffic flow in an already busy area.



Improving and upgrading existing underpasses. There is an existing underpass under the A1(M)
at the north of Stanborough Lakes that runs alongside the River Lea. However, despite its good
location, the pass has very low head height, it is highly prone to flooding, there is no designated
right of way or clear foot path present, and access to it is not considered easy or safe by HCC
Rights of Way Team. Consequently it has been suggested by both HCC Highways and HCC
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Rights of Way that a better option would be to adapt the existing pavement along the A6129
Stanborough Road and B197 under the Motorway Bridge. Being approximately 5m wide, the
pavement along this stretch of road is wide enough to accommodate a standard 3m wide multi
use path as this concurs with near by existing rights of way and is less likely to have
maintenance issues. It would be sensible to improve safety here, possibly with the introduction
of a pelican crossing, to address the problem of the low head height at the existing underpass
under the A6129. Signals could be linked to the existing crossing further to the east so as to
reduce interruption to traffic flow; however some feasibility work would be needed to test this
option.
The existing railway underpass is located just west of Woodhall Farm, and contains an existing
right of way and footpath that is in relatively good condition. There may be potential to widen
this pass slightly to accommodate more users and /or re‐surface to prevent any flooding issues.
At the eastern end of the corridor there is an existing pass under the A414 which
accommodates the Cole Green Way / National Cycle Route 61. The pass is currently liable to
flooding but with improvement could be well integrated into any new development that comes
forward as part of the proposed Birchall Garden Suburb. Improvements to this pass would also
enable horse riders based around Little Berkhamstead and Essendon (this area has a high
presence of stables) to have access to both the green corridor and Panshanger Park. Given the
relative ease and lower cost of upgrading existing underpass infrastructure, this option is
preferred for overcoming such major access barriers.

Further considerations for access improvements include:


Minimal amounts of parking will need to be provided in appropriate locations throughout the
corridor to allow those with mobility issues to access the network of paths. Such parking should
be located at key access points and / or be incorporated into parking for other locations such as
community facilities provided within new development sites, current hubs or small pull‐ins
alongside appropriate roads. Large areas of car parking would not be appropriate for the green
corridor due to the potential for anti‐social behaviour, fly tipping and it’s potential to discourage
travel by more sustainable, healthier modes.



Proposed access improvements in the Mill Green area offer an opportunity to improve crossing
of the A1000 either by a footbridge or appropriate pedestrian crossing.
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The most viable option for crossing brooks and streams is to install foot bridges. A key location
where installation will be required is to the east of the Commons Wood, to cross the Hatfield
Hyde Brook. Because this brook is identified as a main river course, the Environment Agency will
need to be contacted to approve the design and specification of any bridge installed. As long as
the bridge is part of a definitive right of way, the HCC Rights of Way team will be responsible for
maintenance. They have suggested any bridge should be of a reasonable width (2.5m) to
accommodate multiple users, and be of an appropriate and durable material. Further to this HCC
guidance states that “All footbridges and bridleway bridges must be provided with pedestrian
parapets conforming to the requirements of BS7818.” Should a bridge not be part of a definitive
right of way, it will be the responsibility of the landowner to maintain it and they will be liable
for any safety issues. Foot bridges may also need to be installed to cross the River Lea at
Stanborough to facilitate short circular routes in this area. Any other foot bridges that will need
to be installed within new development sites or on other parts of the corridor will also have to
meet this specification.



Good navigability will encourage more people to use the corridor in a sensible and appropriate
way. To aid accessibility in this way there will be clear signage within and around the corridor,
identifying access points, key routes, and the distance and walk time to key locations. This will
be accompanied by a colour coded, annotated map of routes that will be available on‐line and in
leaflet format, as well as on notice boards on key entrance points to the Corridor. The website
leaflets will be used to promote the corridor to user groups including target audiences that
would otherwise be unlikely to benefit from its presence.

6.5

3. ECOLOGY AND BIODIVERSITY

Improving biodiversity and habitat enhancement or creation will be an important part of the green
corridor project. Such improvements will not only safeguard and improve the area for a range of
wildlife species, they will add to the amenity and education value of the area. Consultation with
Herts Ecology and the Herts and Middlesex Wildlife Trust has provided information on what species
are present in the area including a significant number of protected species such as bats, badgers,
otters and birds (although exact location of these has to remain confidential at this stage for the
purposes of species protection), and where there is the greatest opportunity to create significant
biodiversity improvements (see Figure 3.13). They have also given recommendations on what type
of planting should be located within which parts of the green corridor to extend wildlife habitat
along river corridors to connect with existing habitats in the surrounds, these include:
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Wet woodland creation along the River Lea



Enhancement and extension of existing woodlands using native broadleaved species



Creation of acid grassland in drier areas of the green corridor



Creation of wet grassland and flood meadow in close proximity to Stanborough Lakes and along
the River Lea corridor.



Wildlife tunnels to be provided under strategic roads including the A414 to allow wildlife to
move along the River Lea corridor to the south of this major road.



Provision of bat and bird boxes along the route



Introduction of fish passes at the weirs along the River Lea



Habitat creation to offset the impact of the development of the growth locations. A possible
option here could be the use of the biodiversity impact assessment calculator to ensure there is
no net loss in biodiversity as a result of development taking place.

These, along with other recommendations will be identified on a map base and then phased and
costed. Given the presence of protected species it will be necessary to review the need for ecological
surveys prior to any ground works being undertaken. The cost of such surveys and the impact they
may have on timing of works will need to be accounted for within the more detailed action plans.

6.6

4. COMMUNITY RECREATION, EDUCATION AND WELLBING

Providing opportunities for education, recreation and to improve health and wellbeing are key
objectives of the green corridor. It will play an important role in improving access to natural and
semi‐natural green space for residents, local schools and community organisations and will improve
the amenity of the local environment.

Key amenity projects that have been considered to date include:


Provision of litter bins at key access points along with signage asking users to manage their litter
in the more natural areas when bins are not provided.



Seating and benches, including the use of more ‘natural’ seating such as tree trunks to allow for
rest opportunities along the route. The type of seating provided will be dependant upon the
nature of the locations.



Interpretation boards to provide information on species, habitat and biodiversity value as well as
heritage and landscape.



A wildlife educational facility near Stanborough to be used by local schools and other
organisations. This could include provisions such as dipping ponds and outdoor classrooms,
shelters and an area for den building and woodland workshops.
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A small area of land for use as a community garden (possibly within one of the major
development sites) to provide a community resource where people and organisations can ‘grow
your own’ and learn about food production.



Improvements to Moneyhole Lane Park, as this will be a key recreational facility along the route



New sports facilities could be provided in the broad locations for growth to buffer the green
corridor from the new housing developments



Create multi‐functional green spaces along the route
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7. Implementation
The delivery of the green corridor is dependant on a number of factors and these are set out below.
7.1 Funding
In order to obtain funding for delivery of the green corridor project it will be vital to have an
accurate and detailed costing schedule that can be used to apply for grants, in planning negotiations
to support the masterplanning of the growth locations.
Figure 7.1 Forestry Commission Indicative Costs
The Forestry Commission provided a set of standard costs for works as part of the English Woodland
Grants Scheme (2011). For indicative purposes, a selection of those costs is identified below:

Item / Activity

Specification

All
ability
footpath Dry site, cut and fill 1.2 m wide,
construction – dry sides
125mm depth including shallow
drain. Materials and labour
All
ability
footpath Heavy use or wet or steep site, dig
construction – dry wet foundation 2.0m wide metalled to all
sides
abilities, standard walls drainage
Footbridge
Timber frame with steel beams ‐ non
slip surface. Span >3.5m; requires
hand rails
Rounded Waymarker
3" x 3" square sawn hardwood +
routed
Bench
Simple design, treated softwood ‐
materials & installation (440mm
high, 1750mm long)
Bird Box
Supply and install Wood/concrete
construction boxes; general purpose
with 32mm hole or open fronted
Tree Supply and planting Tree + 1.2m tube + treated softwood
cost
stake & labour
Tree Supply and planting Tree + 0.6m tube + stake & labour
cost
Coppicing 30+ years since Cut whole stool / whole area.
last cut
Doesn't include fencing , gapping up
or layering
Path strimming
Path strimming (3m wide) each pass
Woodland
Hedge Cutting, coppicing, layering, gapping
management
up

Units

Cost

Metre

£30

metre

£35

metre

£750

each

£60

each

£165

each

£25

per tree

£3.00

Per tree

£2.10

Hectare

£1,800.
00

metre
Linear
metre

£0.23
£5.00

Please note: these are 2011 prices from a grant making organisation so may be subject lower than average and
somewhat out of date. The use of volunteer labour may also impact upon these costs as will any changes in
health and safety regulations.
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Figure 7.2 Current Contract rates in WHBC Countryside Management Work
Item / Activity
Specification
1 All ability footpath Dry site, cut and fill 1.2 m wide,
construction – dry sides
125mm depth including shallow
drain. Materials and labour
2 All ability footpath Heavy use or wet or steep site, dig
construction – dry wet foundation 2.0m wide metalled to all
sides
abilities, standard walls drainage
3 Footbridge
Timber frame with steel beams ‐
non slip surface. Span >3.5m; 2
metres wide, requires hand rails
4 Rounded waymarker
3" x 3" square sawn hardwood inc
supplied and fixed on site
routed sign
5 Bench
Supply and fix simple design,
recycled plastic (440mm high,
1750mm long)
6 Bird Box
Supply and install wood construction
boxes; general purpose with 32mm
hole or open fronted
7 Tree Supply and planting Tree supply and plant to inc 1.2m
costs ‐ up to 10‐12 bare
tube, stake, tie, mulch and watering
root, feathered tree
in
9 Coppicing 30+ years Cut whole stool / whole area.
since last cut
Doesn't include fencing , gapping up
or layering
10 Path strimming
Path strimming (3m wide) each pass
11 Woodland Hedge
Cutting, coppicing, layering, gapping
management
up inc carting waste off site and
supply and plant new plants

Units
Metre

Cost
£20

metre

£28

each

£5000

each

£100

each

£300

each

£20

per tree

£50

Hectare

£2,500

metre
Linear
metre

£0.45
£25

Please note: these are current contract prices which may be subject change. Where necessary, WHBC will go
out to competitive tender to find the most competitive and suitable price.

Detailed project costs will be calculated as part of the detailed design stage of in Stage 2 of this
project. Information from a range of sources including the Forestry Commission, HCC Rights of Way
Team and contractors will be used to create a schedule of costs covering a wide range of items
ranging from the cost of footpath creation and tree planting to larger engineering works such as the
widening of underpasses and crossing installation. Management costs across the corridor will also be
identified and put into a schedule of at least 20 years to help secure the long term

A number of funding options may exist to facilitate the delivery of the project, including;


CIL



S106



Natural England



National Lottery
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Forestry Commission grant funding



The Woodland Trust



Groundwork / Tesco Community SchemeCharitable funding



Corporate Social Responsibility funding (large companies)



Play England (neighbourhood projects)



Welwyn Hatfield Community Grant funding



Local Neighbourhood Partnership (LNP)



Local Economic Partnership (LEP)



Sponsorship from local companies or organisations



Community supported agriculture



Other statutory grants

It is likely that a combination of funding mechanisms will be required to deliver the range of projects
outlined in action plans. Application for grant funding can be a challenging and complex process but
the availability of match funding from a range of sources can help support this process.
7.2 Delivery
The delivery of the green corridor Strategic Framework Plan will be taken forward in the following
stages:


Adoption of Framework Plan by the Council



Detailed design of the green corridor to support masterplanning of the growth locations,
including fully worked costings for each element of the project



Production of an implementation strategy to take the corridor forward, this should include
detailed scheduling of works to identify priority projects as well as when, and in what order,
projects should take place.



Delivery of the green corridor. Commencement of this stage can only take place once all
necessary surveys have taken place and monies become available to fund works (which may also
be supplemented by labour from volunteer groups).



Production of a management and maintenance plan to ensure the longevity of the green
corridor

Key considerations in the delivery of this project include:


Securing funding
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Land assembly



Securing buy in from land owners and other key stakeholders



Support from local groups and the community

7.3 Management
Management is possibly the biggest challenge facing the green corridor project. The creation of the
green corridor is only part of the challenge, as key to the future of the project is having a
comprehensive management plan in place to ensure that this green infrastructure asset is
maintained to a high standard indefinitely. The management plan should be produced at the time of
delivery and should be a rolling document that is updated every few years. It will need the buy in of
key stakeholders and the local community to ensure its success, and will need to be supported by
funding to enable its implementation.

Management options currently being considered include formation of a trust to manage any moneys
obtained via S106 or CIL. The trust would be formed by appropriate interested parties and
landowners who would sign up to the management plan, they would then allocate money to
different organisations as and when differing maintenance is needed. This approach would allow a
single management scheme across the corridor rather than leaving it in the hands of individual
landowners. A further option to be considered here is the gifting of property rather than money as a
means of providing a long‐term sustainable income stream. For this approach to work, rather then
granting monies to a trust, developers would gift a property that could then be rented out to provide
a long term sustainable income. Whilst this approach would not be suitable for implementing
projects where a lump sum is needed to undertake works, it could potentially provide a steady
stream of rental income to fund ongoing maintenance in the long term.

A second option for management and maintenance is the granting of monies directly to
organisations at the start of the green corridor project that can then invest the monies as they see fit
on the basis that they will carry out any necessary maintenance for a specified number of years.
Whilst this approach would prevent the need to form a trust and management board, this could
cause issue if management needs change in the future.

Potential organisations who could be involved in maintenance include HCC Rights of Way, the Herts
and Middlesex Wildlife Trust, the Countryside Management Service (CMS), Groundwork, and other
community volunteer organisations.
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7.4 Promotion
Key to the success of the green corridor is ensuring that a robust communication and promotion
strategy is in place at the time of delivery to raise public awareness of this important green
infrastructure asset. This should include:


Creating a brand for the project.



Promoting the green corridor at different public events and at the Council’s offices.



Creating a website to promote the green corridor, where the public can access information
about the route and how to access it.



Providing maps of walks online for people to download and use.



Promotion using social media.



Encouraging developers to provide information to new residents moving into the urban
extensions around Welwyn Garden City and Hatfield in their welcome packs.

7.5 Community involvement
To foster a sense of ownership of the green corridor and to promote the use of this route, it will be
necessary to involve the local community in taking this project forward. This could be done in the
following ways:


Identify key stakeholders in each element of the project at the outset so that they can be given
the opportunity to be fully involved should they wish to do so.



Involve schools in the management of the green corridor. Schools for example could adopt a
site, have outdoor classes etc. something which could help promote the green corridor to future
generations and help protect its longevity.



Involve Mill Green Museum, given their proximity to the green corridor this could be a good
introductory/access point and node for community groups.



Consult with the local community in relation to particular projects along the green corridor, for
example new access routes, crossing points and special events.



Give people some ownership over the green corridor through community projects e.g.
community gardens etc.



Link to neighbourhood planning.
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8. Next Steps
8.1 Stage 2 Report
Stage 2 of this Framework Report will focus on refining proposals and developing an action plan for
implementation. The Council will continue to work with landowners, key stakeholders and
community interest groups to refine proposals and identify priority projects. They will also develop a
phased set of projects within each programme area, which will take into account issues such as
timescales for funding, feasibility and what necessary groundworks and preparation may be need to
allow other projects to take place. (For example, signage and mapping would only be produced after
PRoW have been appropriately defined and surfaced). Projects will be fully costed, taking into
account the opportunity for various types of materials and labour sources (e.g. use of volunteers), an
important element in applying for and obtaining funding.
Maintenance of the corridor will continue to be an ongoing issue. Various management options will
be fully explored, seeking legal advice where necessary to enable a recommended approach
suggested within the report. The document will then be used alongside the Local Plan to inform the
development of major sites and in the negotiation process with developers.
The Stage 2 Framework Report will be produced alongside the Local Plan to help inform the
masterplanning of major sites and other projects within the Borough.
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Appendix 1 – Detailed Policy Context
A 1.1 Planning Policy
The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) states that local planning authorities should set out
a strategic approach in their Local Plans, planning positively for the creation, protection,
enhancement and management of networks of biodiversity and green infrastructure. It recognises
the role of green infrastructure in managing the risks arising from climate change, and its potential
to deliver a wide range of environmental and quality of life benefits. The NPPF states that planning
policies should protect and enhance rights of way and access, and that Local Authorities should seek
opportunities to provide better facilities for users, such as adding links to existing networks.

The NPPF is supported by National Planning Practice Guidance (NPPG), which sets out what plan
makers (Chiefly Local Authorities) must have regard to when producing plans, and as such is a
material consideration when determining planning applications. Recent changes to NPPG have
placed significantly more emphasis on the important role of green infrastructure in delivering
healthy, sustainable communities, building a strong and competitive economy and meeting the
challenges of climate change. It notes the need for long term planning, management and
maintenance of green infrastructure, and that long term funding and management arrangements
should be identified and agreed as early as possible. Further additions to NPPG highlight the
importance of ecological networks, including ancient woodland and landscape features, and the role
of habitat corridors in helping to link isolated sites and species.

At the local level, Policy intention CS19 of the Council’s Local Plan Consultation Document (January
2015) set out the Council’s approach to strategic green infrastructure provision within the borough.
CS19 states that…
“The council proposes to replace policy CS19 with a new strategic policy on strategic Green
Infrastructure which will be identified on the Key diagram. The council will, in consultation with
others, prepare a detailed brief for its delivery, the key elements of which will be incorporated into
the masterplanning of strategic sites and secured through the use of section 106 legal agreements
and/or CIL.”
This approach is being taken forward in the latest Proposed Submission version of the Local Plan.
Policy SP12 Strategic Green Infrastructure promotes the creation and enhancement of green
infrastructure across the Borough, aiming to link existing spaces for the benefit of wildlife,
biodiversity, leisure and recreation. The policy makes specific reference to the Green Corridor,
noting its location, aims and objectives, as well as the intention to use developer contribution to
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help secure delivery. Such an approach will help secure the future of the green corridor by
embedding the principle within emerging planning policy, which will become statutory policy upon
adoption of the Local Plan. Policy SP12 will inform the masterplanning major development sites in
the Borough and complement a number of other policies contained within the plan.
Stage 2 of the document explore and explain these projects in more detail by setting out how they
will be planned, funded and delivered.

Further to this, proposals identified within this Stage 1 report complement a number of the ’saved’
policies from Welwyn Hatfield District Plan 2005 including: RA21 Leisure and Tourism in the
Countryside, RA25 Public Rights of Way, RA26 Bridleways and RA27 Greenways which collectively
aim to improve access and amenity without causing harm to the character and function of the
countryside.
A1.2 Relationship to other Strategies
The Council’s Green Belt Review Purposes Assessment (2013) provides a robust assessment of how
land in the Green Belt contributes to the national and local purposes of the Green Belt. It also makes
a high level assessment of how Green Belt land contributes to retaining openness and the character
of the countryside. The Green Belt Review has been used to inform this plan and provides a baseline
assessment on which the proposals set out in this plan have been developed. The document notes
that land within the corridor4 makes a significant or partial contribution to preventing neighbouring
towns from merging, safeguarding the countryside from encroachment and maintaining existing
settlement patterns. Given the current high level of need for housing development and the potential
release of some Green Belt land in this area, the remainder of the green corridor will have an
important role undertaking such Green Belt functions.
The Council’s Green Infrastructure Plan (2011) seeks to address links and connections, and identify
low cost, maximum benefit interventions that will deliver a wide array of functions including more
sustainable living modes, education and transport choices. The document notes the issue of poor
access to natural green space5 and of barriers such as the A1(M) and the railway line. Consequently
it identifies a number of opportunities to provide new, and enhance the existing, green
infrastructure in the borough, and proposes a number of projects to take these aims forward. The
projects that have a relationship to the proposed green corridor are set out below:
4

Land Parcels 43B, 44 and 46 as identified in the Strategic Green Belt Review 2013 (Annex 1.3).
Applying the Natural England Accessible Natural Greenspace (ANGSt) standards shows accessible natural greenspace (ANG) covers only
468 ha or 3.6% of the Borough. In 25% of the Borough, none of the ANGSt standards are met, while only 0.8% of the Borough meets all
ANGSt standards.

5
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Urban greening in Welwyn Hatfield: This project aims to conserve and enhance the current
green space network in WGC and Hatfield through improving signage in WGC to enhance
links out to countryside; promoting opportunities for local food production and community
gardens; improving links to the Alban and Ayot Greenways from Hatfield and WGC; and
identifying opportunities for tree planting and enhanced public realm.



Post Industrial heritage: promoting the former rail routes: This is an awareness
raising/interpretative project, which aims to enhance signage to the former rail routes;
enhance and promote the Alban Way; improve connections from this route to strategic GI
proposals; create safe, well lit cycle routes in urban areas; and enhance, improve and
expand the Ayot Greenway within its urban context.



River valleys project – Mimram and Lee: The purpose of this project is to conserve and
enhance the wetland environment of the Mimram and the Lee; enhance landscape and
habitat connectivity and opportunities for traditional management; ‘Make space for water’
by enhancing wetland environments outside settlements; maintain the river valleys as
integral part of settlement setting; and provide enhanced access to the Mimram.



Woodland and Heathland/ Grassland landscape links: This project aims to enhance
woodland connectivity and the linking of ancient woodlands; secure landscape and habitat
connectivity; enhance human/physical linkages; promote sustainable woodland
management; and encourage Heathland and acid grassland restoration to create improved
landscape links.

Further to this, the Hertfordshire Strategic Green Infrastructure Plan (2011) also sets out a number of
strategic Green Infrastructure projects, that will help enhance existing and deliver new green
infrastructure in the borough. A number of these projects also have a relationship to the proposed
green corridor and these are set out below:


Green Hertfordshire: This project would provide an accessible electronic GI map
based/navigator resource for the county. In this it would provide information on GI assets to
users; aid in the development of a series of themed walking/ cycling and riding trails &
routes from pubs etc; and link to other relevant programmes.



Urban GI Heritage Conservation and Enhancement: This project celebrates and promotes
the unique urban GI heritage of Hertfordshire/the Green Arc, as well as providing enhanced
functionality of urban green space, through appropriate management and new tree planting.
Here, the purpose of this project is to: enhance urban biodiversity and promote recognition
of the value of urban greening for climate change adaptation; encourage sustainable living
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options, local food production/allotments, community gardens and orchards; secure positive
green urban interfaces through the enhancement of peri‐urban green space and landscape
mitigation of future urban extensions/ settlement growth, as well as linking to orbital
greenway projects; and addressing long standing and strategic ‘green’ deficits through small
scale interventions in higher density urban environments, also enhancing experience/
ecosystems/climate change adaptation.


Thames Tributaries River Valleys and Corridors: This project aims to respond to issues
identified in SFRAs concerning river pinch points; create enhanced wetlands at settlement
gateways; enable environmental enhancement in vulnerable river valleys and catchments,
seeking to restore and enhance/ reinforce wetland habitat and conserve clay rivers and
nationally important chalk rivers; enhance riverine ecological quality, to contribute to
objectives of Thames River Basin Management Plan, Integrated Biodiversity Delivery Area &
Water Framework Directive; and contribute to the restoration of former mineral sites in
river valleys/remediation of contaminated land through enhancement & positive wetland
habitat management.



Mimram Valley Green Space: The purpose of this project is to provide green infrastructure
for landscape, habitats and people through the enhancement of the Mimram River corridor,
and to link to multifunctional green space at Panshanger Park as part of the long term future
of the site; enhance the Mimram Valley chalk river corridor, making greater space for water
and improving landscape character and biodiversity through active management to ease
pressures; provide physical access to the water course and green space opportunities;
encourage wetland conservation and enhance links to the wider network, connecting to the
Thames Tributaries River Valleys and Corridors Project; restore the historic, biodiversity rich
designed landscape of Panshanger Park post mineral extraction; and enhance settlement
setting through positive site restoration.



Reconnect: This project aims to reconnect Rights of Way that have been severed by major
barriers to the movement of people and wildlife (e.g. by rivers, canals, railway lines & dual
carriageways); and replace lost strategic links between existing local Rights of Way networks
to provide a step‐change in connectivity and reinforce Rights of Way as a spine of Strategic
Green Infrastructure.



Woodland Arc: The purpose of this project is to enhance resilience to climate change and
provide linked landscape/habitat mosaics; link and buffer strategic woodland sites, to
provide alternative semi natural green space; deliver ‘Living Landscapes’; provide landscape
links; target woodland creation to deliver enhanced landscape experience/ setting and
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deliver Community Forestry; use woodland creation to protect, enhance and manage
historic assets and help deliver Forestry Commission aspirations; and provide appropriately
designed and sited access links.

Welwyn Hatfield Landscape Character Assessment (2005) builds upon the work undertaken by
Hertfordshire County Council in compiling their landscape Character Areas and brings the results of
previous studies into one volume. The Landscape Character Assessment identifies 30 individual and
distinct character areas across Welwyn Hatfield, including three that relate to the location of green
corridor: Area 31 – De Havilland Plain, Area 32 Symondshyde Ridge, and most notably Area 45 –
Welwyn Fringes which stretches from the A1(M) in the west to Panshanger Park in the east. For
each area the document provides a description of key characteristics, landscape character features,
condition, suggested approach to management (what needs to be done), along with a set of
guidelines for managing change.
Area 31 is described as an extensive level plain with large areas of open arable land, existing and
restored minerals working, parkland and previous industrial development. This ‘incoherent and
jumbled landscape’ is widely visible and should be improved and restored by: promoting hedgerow
restoration and creation, managing existing woodland and planting new areas of small to medium
sized woodland, promoting the use of buffer zones between intensive arable production / urban
boundaries and semi‐natural habitats (including along watercourses), improve rights of way and
linking important wildlife habitats with uncropped grassland.
Area 32 is described as having extensive woodland areas, large arable fields with relic hedgerows,
narrow lanes and small settlements with distant views to the south east, north and west. This area is
identified as requiring improvement and conservation. Management guidelines include extending
networks of woodland to the south and west, replacing soft woods with native deciduous species,
creating heath habitats and undertaking coppicing within woodland, hedgerow restoration, and
creation of buffer zones between intensive arable and semi‐natural habitats and pond creation and
enhancement.
Area 45 is described as a gentle undulating landscape with an obvious urban influence. This generally
open landscape is intersected by mixed woodland blocks, pylons and the influence of the major
transport network. Disturbed or restored mineral extraction sites include ponds and lakes as well as
some arable cultivation. This ‘incoherent and visible’ area is seen as needing improvement and
restoration through: safeguarding and improving hedges, provision of grass strips around field
margins, new hedge and woodland planting where historically appropriate using locally distinctive
species, creating buffer zones between intense arable / urban and more natural landscapes, linking
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existing habitats, particularly the river to woodland and managing grassland through low density
grazing.

The Hertfordshire Rights of Way Improvement Plan (2011) provides the context for the future and
management of the rights of way network and other access activities, to meet the needs of the
people of Hertfordshire and those visiting the county. The document includes an assessment of the
network and notes that whilst the network is generally accessible, it can be disjointed, has barriers,
differing and changing surfaces and that provision of information is a key component of accessibility.
Key issues identified include:


Difficulties in getting to the countryside without the use of a car. People have to use or cross
busy roads to link up sections of network as there are insufficient off road routes linking
communities & services.



The off road network does not meet the needs of many potential users. There are insufficient
circular routes starting from settlements or other suitable locations, and the network does not
adequately provide for cycling, horse riding and horse carriage drivers.



There are too many barriers and structures including seasonal obstructions created by
ploughing, cropping, whilst uncontrolled dogs and fouling are a deterrent to users.



Information provided about the off road network is neither adequate nor well enough co‐
ordinated or targeted.

Core Actions are identified to address these issues include:


Develop appropriate well‐maintained links into the countryside for use by local people including
routes that cater for the needs of people with limited mobility and visual impairments.



Create and develop off‐road routes from significant passenger transport networks and linking
communities with places of work, schools and other local facilities.



Extend the network currently available to cyclists and horse riders and help those wishing to
improve their health by developing circular off‐road routes.



Reduce the number of unnecessary physical barriers on the network and address problems of
fly‐tipping, litter and dog‐fouling in partnership with appropriate local and regional agencies.



Ensure that opportunities to protect, extend and enhance the off road network are included in
proposals for new developments.



Where the off road network is affected by busy transport routes work to ensure that
appropriate measures are taken to improve the safety and attractiveness of the routes for users.
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Identify and address potential demand for access to the countryside amongst those who
currently do not use the network and promote Hertfordshire’s countryside to residents and
visitors.

Finally, the fifty year Hertfordshire Biodiversity Action Plan (2006) identifies a series of habitat and
species specific action plans aimed at protecting and enhancing local biodiversity. Aims include:


Increasing woodland in Hertfordshire from 9% of the County’s area to 12%, where woodland
resource will be managed for a variety of objectives, including conservation, recreation,
education and timber production.



Establishing a ‘necklace’ of high quality wetlands distributed along ecologically and hierologically
connected river corridors. ‘Jewels’ in the necklace will be a series of high quality wetland
habitats that form valuable wildlife refuges.



Significantly expanded heath and acid grassland sites that provide a valuable recreational
resource for the local population and as such are promoted as areas of public open space.



Urban areas will include urban wildlife in its widest sense. The needs of wildlife will be included
as a pre‐requisite in the planning and design of towns and cities.
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